CBT Naming Convention
For LanDesk management

Laptops: Location#-CBT01-MC01
CBT01 – CBT99 MC = Mobile Cart or any other identifier (321-CBT??-MC???)

Desktops: Location#-CBT01-R101 or 1001
CBT01 – CBT99 Last four can be Room # or any other identifier. (321-CBT??-Rm???) (or R111 or whatever other identifier you would like to use)

Note: There can only be 15 total characters including dashes. The middle field was change to 5 characters from the original 6 as there is not a very high chance of having more than 99 devices in one space. The important thing is that each name is unique and that CBT is somewhere in the name so that it can be queried in LanDesk.

Special Note for PC’s: LanDesk can query on the description field as well. This means that on PC devices, simply placing the “CBT” designation in the description field will serve the same purpose as renaming the systems, but is much easier and quicker as the devices Do Not have to be rejoined to the domain.

We have requested a similar feature request for the Apple devices, but at this time it is not available.